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Il volume si presenta come unʼagile ricostruzione della storia sociale del libro e del rapporto che lʼuomo ha tessuto con il testo.
Vuole indagare come, dallʼincisione su tavolette, passando poi dal rotolo e dalla tecnologia della stampa fino alla scrittura digitale,
il lettore e lo scrittore abbiano progressivamente modificato il loro legame rimettendo in discussione i propri ruoli. Parlare della
produzione testuale nellʼera digitale dal punto di vista sociologico permette di comprendere meglio qual è il contesto in cui un
umanista digitale dovrà muoversi affrontando la difficile sfida di dovere studiare nuovi modelli di conservazione e condivisione
della conoscenza.Ampio spazio è stato dato alle piattaforme on line, soprattutto Wattpad, i social network per la social reading e
gli audiolibri, tutte tecnologie che permettono di porsi nuovi interrogativi su quali siano gli usi che i lettori fanno dei testi
immergendosi in una dimensione inedita di convergenza culturale e tecnologica. Il tema caro a sociologi, storici del libro e critici
letterari è stato affrontato osservando il quadro generale soprattutto dalla parte dellʼaudience che trasforma, commenta,
recensisce le produzioni editoriali attraverso lʼuso delle tecnologie digitali. Il libro, avendo voluto ricostruire anche quali sfide il web
semantico dovrà affrontare nel prossimo futuro, si propone come strumento destinato a coloro che sono interessati a discipline
afferenti al testo digitale, allʼeditoria e alle digital humanities, al fine di cogliere lʼandamento storico dei rapporti sociali che il testo
ha sempre saputo stimolare. Si è prestata in generale una particolare attenzione al presente, indagato con lʼobiettivo di
comprendere come esso sta intessendo le condizioni preliminari per gli imminenti sviluppi dello scrivere e del leggere.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 33rd International Conference, ISC High Performance 2018, held in
Frankfurt, Germany, in June 2018. The 20 revised full papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from 81
submissions. The papers cover the following topics: Resource Management and Energy Efficiency; Performance Analysis and
Tools; Exascale Networks; Parallel Algorithms.
Beyond their often beautiful exhibition halls, many museums contain vast, hidden spaces in which objects may be stored,
conserved, or processed. Museums can also include unseen archives, study rooms, and libraries which are inaccessible to the
public. This collection of essays focuses on this domain, an area that has hitherto received little attention. Divided into four
sections, the book critically examines the physical space of museum storage areas, the fluctuating historical fortunes of exhibits,
the growing phenomenon of publicly visible storage, and the politics of objects deemed worthy of collection but unsuitable for
display. In doing so, it explores issues including the relationship between storage and canonization, the politics of collecting, the
use of museum storage as a form of censorship, the architectural character of storage space, and the economic and epistemic
value of museum objects. Essay contributions come from a broad combination of museum directors, curators, archaeologists,
historians, and other academics.
studi in occasione dei trent'anni della Facoltà di scienze politiche dell'Università di Catania : 1969-1970, 1999-2000
BNI.
Italia al macroscopio
How to Foster Creativity, Collaboration, and Inclusivity
CNDSS 2019
A Comparative Analysis of the European Press
Rediscovering Pompeii
A Life in the Continuum of Modern Architecture
The Handbook of Computational Social Science is a comprehensive reference source for scholars across
multiple disciplines. It outlines key debates in the field, showcasing novel statistical modeling and
machine learning methods, and draws from specific case studies to demonstrate the opportunities and
challenges in CSS approaches. The Handbook is divided into two volumes written by outstanding,
internationally renowned scholars in the field. This first volume focuses on the scope of computational
social science, ethics, and case studies. It covers a range of key issues, including open science,
formal modeling, and the social and behavioral sciences. This volume explores major debates, introduces
digital trace data, reviews the changing survey landscape, and presents novel examples of computational
social science research on sensing social interaction, social robots, bots, sentiment, manipulation, and
extremism in social media. The volume not only makes major contributions to the consolidation of this
growing research field but also encourages growth in new directions. With its broad coverage of
perspectives (theoretical, methodological, computational), international scope, and interdisciplinary
approach, this important resource is integral reading for advanced undergraduates, postgraduates, and
researchers engaging with computational methods across the social sciences, as well as those within the
scientifi c and engineering sectors.
This rigorous and inspiring work makes an urgent call to radically redesign the welfare state. Huws
argues that while the underlying principles of the welfare state (economic redistribution, universality
of entitlement and collectively provided public services) must be preserved, its institutions need to be
drastically changed to become fit for purpose for the 21st century.Huws incisively criticizes the
existing welfare state before proposing concrete solutions to the problems she identifies. The book
seeks to contribute positively to current debates on the left regarding alternatives to neoliberalism,
and to intervene in discussions about manifesto demands and policy programmes for any new government.
CNDSS 2019 è la “IV Conferenza Nazionale delle Dottorande e dei Dottorandi in Scienze Sociali” che, per
il secondo anno consecutivo, si è svolta presso la Sapienza Università di Roma (5-6 settembre 2019).
Realizzata grazie al sostegno del Dottorato in “Comunicazione, Ricerca Sociale e Marketing” del
Dipartimento di Comunicazione e Ricerca Sociale (CoRiS), la quarta edizione della conferenza ha
rappresentato uno spazio di dibattito su esperienze di ricerca e di confronto su approcci teorici e
metodologici per giovani dottorandi e neodottori di ricerca nel campo delle scienze sociali provenienti
da diversi Atenei italiani. In particolare, i lavori presentati nel corso di CNDSS 2019 hanno toccato
ambiti di studio e di ricerca di assoluta rilevanza per gli studiosi delle scienze sociali, come ad
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esempio la comunicazione, i media e il giornalismo, la criminalità e la devianza, l’educazione e le
politiche formative, l’identità e i processi culturali, l’individuo e i mutamenti sociali, i metodi e le
tecniche della ricerca sociale e i nuovi scenari politici.
Libraries and Public Perception
Principles and Methods of Analysis, Evaluation, Interpretation
Situated Intervention
A New World Scientific System
Big Data Applications and Opportunities for Librarians and Information Professionals
Optimisation of Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors
The human side of digital. Era digitale, capitale umano, nuovi paradigmi
Color and Colorimetry. Multidisciplinary Contributions

Questo volume si inserisce in una linea di riflessione che, nella sua fisionomia generale, va ricondotta all’ampio dibattito,
nazionale ed internazionale, sui temi connessi alle trasformazioni dell’identità della biblioteca e della biblioteca pubblica
in particolare, secondo una prospettiva che è anche quella della “lunga durata”, prendendo in esame questioni che
hanno a che fare con la dimensione spaziale di questa problematica identità, o che comunque dal concetto di spazio,
nella sua indefinita dimensione teorica, estetica, metaforica, traggono origine. A questo asse centrale del libro si
collegano ulteriori temi, dalla discussione della evoluzione in senso ‘sociale’ della biblioteconomia alla riflessione storicoarchitettonica sul concetto di ‘canone’, dalla ipotesi di “arricchire” lo spazio percettivo della biblioteca fino al tema, di
grande interesse, della selezione, raccolta ed analisi dei dati digitali. Dati che, in quanto tracce, rendono disponibili
informazioni sulle azioni e sulle attività riferibili al modo con cui le persone “leggono” la forma dell’ambiente bibliotecario
e del suo complesso ecosistema informativo.
La trasformazione delle organizzazioni che deriva dalla diffusione delle tecnologie digitali è appena iniziata, ma già
propone sfide manageriali importanti. Mentre dedichiamo molte attenzioni all’esperienza del cliente attraverso le mille
forme di rapporto digitale (i blog, i social, il mobile ecc.), fatichiamo invece a capire come modificare i nostri processi e i
nostri sistemi di ruoli, in una parola la nostra organizzazione, ancora così burocratica e rigida. Eppure le persone che
lavorano per noi sono le stesse che consumano voracemente tecnologia nei loro processi di interazione e di acquisto. Ci
manca dunque qualcosa o semplicemente non è vero che le relazioni al tempo dei social cambiano anche dentro le
organizzazioni? Questo libro sceglie la prima alternativa e fornisce ai manager e alle imprese una prospettiva interna per
la trasformazione digitale, articolandola su alcune delle principali leve di gestione del capitale umano. È un libro di
apertura, orientato a proporre le basi per un dialogo da sviluppare dentro le organizzazioni con iniziative mirate di
cambiamento che, pur richiedendo molto coraggio, possono rappresentare la base di un nuovo vantaggio competitivo.
Nella struttura molto fluida del digitale, i capitoli accostano esperienze attuate, suggestioni possibili e indicazioni per il
futuro in modo da consentire anche ad un neofita di percorrere tutto lo spazio dell’innovazione organizzativa che si sta
realizzando.
Da sempre la specie umana convive con la paura delle epidemie: è uno stato emotivo profondamente radicato nella
mitologia e nella storia di tutti i popoli. Sebbene oggi esistano protocolli per la gestione del contagio, il rischio che si vuole
evidenziare, ancora prima di quello sanitario, è quello della “infodemia”, ovvero della diffusione virale di informazioni
false, parziali o erronee in grado di causare il crollo dei rapporti nella società civile.
le rappresentazioni culturali del tempo
Proceedings of the International Simulation and Gaming Association's 18th International Conference, Istituto
Universitario Di Architettura Di Venezia (IUAV), Italy, 15-18 September, 1987
Il computer come macroscopio. Big data e approccio computazionale per comprendere i cambiamenti sociali e culturali
Big data e approccio computazionale per comprendere i cambiamenti sociali e culturali
A New Scientific Understanding of Living Systems
Monografie
IEEE/CSEE Joint Conference on High-Voltage Transmission Systems in China
Theory, Case Studies and Ethics
A conceptual introduction and practical primer to the application of imagery and remote sensing data in GIS (geographic information systems).
Gottfried Benn ranks among the most significant German poets of the twentieth century. His early work, with its shockingly graphic depictions of
human suffering and degradation, was associated with the Expressionist movement; the overriding theme of his later work was the isolation and
fragmentation of the human being adrift in a nihilistic world. David Paisey here presents two selections, of verse and prose respectively, from Benn's
large oeuvre, ordered chronologically to enable readers to perceive the developments of Benn's art and thought. The original German text of the
poems is also included. In an important biographical introduction, Paisey tackles the difficult question of Benn's compliance with the Nazi regime
and its impact on his life and work.
The long-awaited 2nd edition of this best-selling research methods handbook is fully updated and includes brand new coverage of online research
methods and techniques, mixed methodology and qualitative analysis. This edition includes two new contributed chapters: Professor Julie McLeod,
Sue Childs and Elizabeth Lomas focus on research data management, applying evidence from the recent JISC funded DATUM project; Dr Andrew
Shenton examines strategies for analysing existing documents. The first to focus entirely on the needs of the information and communications
community, this handbook guides the would-be researcher through the variety of possibilities open to them under the heading research and provides
students with the confidence to embark on their dissertations. The focus here is on the doing and although the philosophy and theory of research is
explored to provide context, this is essentially a practical exploration of the whole research process with each chapter fully supported by examples
and exercises tried and tested over a whole teaching career. Readership: Students of information and communications studies and archives and
records management, and practitioners beginning a piece of research.
Learn the Art of Reading People to Influence Human Behavior and Take Control in Relationships Through Persuasion Techniques, Mind Control,
Empath
High Performance Computing
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The Web of Life
Un approccio sociologico alla lettura e alla scrittura
Una facoltà nel Mediterraneo
Atti della IV Conferenza Nazionale delle Dottorande e dei Dottorandi in Scienze Sociali
Annunci di pubblicazioni di prossima edizione
Research Methods in Information
The definitive book on leadership in the digital era: why digital technologies call for leadership that emphasizes creativity, collaboration, and
inclusivity. Certain ideas about business leadership are held to be timeless, and certain characteristics of leaders—often including a square
jaw, a deep voice, and extroversion—are said to be universal. In Leading in the Digital World, Amit Mukherjee argues that since digital
technologies are changing everything else, how could they not change leadership ideologies and styles? As more people worldwide
participate equally in business, those assumptions of a leader's ideal profile have become irrelevant. Offering a radical rethinking of
leadership, Mukherjee shows why digital technologies call for a new kind of leader—one who emphasizes creativity, collaboration, and
inclusivity. Drawing on a global survey of 700 mid-tier to senior executives and interviews with C-level executives from around the world,
Mukherjee explains how digital technologies are already reshaping organizations and work and what this means for leaders. For example,
globally dispersed businesses can't reserve key leadership roles for people from exclusive groups; leadership must become inclusive, or fail.
Leaders must learn to collaborate in a multipolar world of networked organizations, working with co-located and non-co-located colleagues.
Leaders must lead for creativity rather than productivity. Focusing on practice, Mukherjee outlines goals and strategies, warns against
unthinking assumptions, and explains how leaders can identify the mindsets, behaviors, and actions they need to pursue. With Leading in the
Digital World, Mukherjee offers the definitive book on leadership for the digital era.
This volume records the proceedings of the International Simulation and Gaming Association's 18th International Conference, held in Venice
in September 1987. Four sections are contained in this volume. Each of the first three sections deals with a broad area: cultural and social
aspects of simulation-gaming, business and management, and support systems. The fourth section presents an Italian perspective on
simulation-gaming. Overall, this volume covers a wide spectrum of topics and issues, and presents interesting accounts and analyses of
simulations and games. People involved in education and training, whether or not they already use simulations and games, will find many
useful ideas and discussions in this volume.
Il computer come macroscopio. Big data e approccio computazionale per comprendere i cambiamenti sociali e culturaliBig data e approccio
computazionale per comprendere i cambiamenti sociali e culturaliFrancoAngeliHandbook of Computational Social Science, Volume 1Theory,
Case Studies and EthicsRoutledge
Simulation--gaming in Education and Training
Ordine, ritmo, misura
L'uomo, Gaia e il cibionte. Viaggio nel terzo millennio
Catalog of the United States Geological Survey Library
Dark Psychology The Secret of Manipulation
Leading in the Digital World
Abacus
John M. Johansen
666.1
An exploration of sociological research that is neither “detached” nor “engaged”; a new approach to sociological knowledge
production, with examples from health care. In this book, Teun Zuiderent-Jerak considers how the direct involvement of social
scientists in the practices they study can lead to the production of sociological knowledge. Neither “detached” sociological
scholarship nor “engaged” social science, this new approach to sociological research brings together two activities often viewed
as belonging to different realms: intervening in practices and furthering scholarly understanding of them. Just as the natural
sciences benefited from broadening their scholarship from theorizing to experiment, so too could the social sciences.
Additionally, Zuiderent-Jerak points out, rather than proceeding from a pre-set normative agenda, scholarly intervention allows for
the experimental production of normativity. Scholars are far from detached, but still may be surprised by the normative outcomes
of the interactions within the experiment. Zuiderent-Jerak illustrates situated intervention research with a series of examples
drawn from health care. Among the topics addressed are patient compliance in hemophilia home care, the organization of
oncology care and the value of situated standardization, the relationship between standardization and patient centeredness, the
development of patient-centered pathways, value-driven and savings-driven approaches to the construction of health care
markets, and multiple ontologies of safety in care for older adults. Finally, returning to the question of normativity in sociological
research, Zuiderent-Jerak proposes an ethics of specificity according to which research adapts its sociological responses to the
practices studied. Sociology not only has more to offer to the practices it studies; it also has more to learn from them.
What is the future of libraries? This question is frequently posed, with widespread research into the social and economic impact
of libraries. Newspapers play an important role in forming public perceptions, but how do newspapers present libraries, their past,
present and future? Nobody has yet taken the press to task on the quantity and quality of articles on libraries, however Libraries
and Public Perception does just this, through comparative textual analysis of newspapers in Europe. After a comprehensive and
useful introductory chapter, the book consists of the following five chapters: Wondering about the future of libraries; Measuring
the value of libraries; Libraries in the newspapers; Contemporary challenges and public perception; Which library model from the
newspapers: a synthesis. Provides an alternative means to evaluate the impact of libraries Compares different countries and
societies regarding their representation of libraries Pursues its subject through active research, rather than self reflection
Big data @l lavoro. Sfatare i miti, scoprire le opportunità
Technology for the Many
Infodemia
2015 weekend nel futuro
Fast Reactor Technology, National Topical Meeting, Detroit, Michigan, April 26-28, 1965
Handbook of Research on Advanced Research Methodologies for a Digital Society
Leader digitali. Dall'analisi dell'influenza online all'influencer management

Doing research is an ever-changing challenge for social scientists. This challenge is harder than ever today as
current societies are changing quickly and in many, sometimes conflicting, directions. Social phenomena,
personal interactions, and formal and informal relationships are becoming more borderless and disconnected
from the anchors of the offline “reality.” These dynamics are heavily marking our time and are suggesting
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evolutionary challenges in the ways we know, interpret, and analyze the world. Internet and computer-mediated
communication (CMC) is being incorporated into every aspect of daily life, and social life has been deeply
penetrated by the internet. This is due to recent technological developments that increase the scope and range
of online social spaces and the forms and time of participation such as Web 2.0, which widened the
opportunities for user-generated content, the emergence of an “internet of things,” and of ubiquitous mobile
devices that make it possible to always be connected. This implies an adjustment to epistemological and
methodological stances for conducting social research and an adaption of traditional social research methods
to the specificities of online interactions in the digital society. The Handbook of Research on Advanced
Research Methodologies for a Digital Society covers the different strands of methods most affected by the
change in a digital society and develops a broader theoretical reflection on the future of social research in its
challenge to always be fitting, suitable, adaptable, and pertinent to the society to be studied. The chapters are
geared towards unlocking the future frontiers and potential for social research in the digital society. They
include theoretical, epistemological, and ontological reflections about the digital research methods as well as
innovative methods and tools to collect, analyze, and interpret data. This book is ideal for social scientists,
practitioners, librarians, researchers, academicians, and students interested in social research methodology and
its developments in the digital scenario.
The volume deals with some of the most relevant issues related to the identity of the public library and its
historical, cultural, social, organizational changes, according to a comparative perspective. The topics are
covered in four sections (History, Present and Future of the Public Library; Models of Analysis, Measurement,
Evaluation; Complexity Challenges; Work in Progress), thus providing a wide overview of the present and the
future of an institution paramount in improving people’s lives
You hold in your hand a great secret of success which will entail you about knowing people and their aspects in
the best manner. This book 'Dark Psychology The Secret of Manipulation' has explained everything in detail as
to what is dark psychology, how people use it in daily life to influence you. By reading this book, you will learn
numerous things about analyzing people, reading them, controlling your mind and how to stay away from
manipulators. While reading this book you will understand that there are unique traits of manipulators, their
signs which you should know and aware of, techniques to face them are mentioned. This would make your life
easy as you would be without any trouble and take much time to understand who are the people trying to
manipulate you and how can you maintain distance from them. After reading this book, you would also get to
know how empathy is important in your life. To make your relationship better if you just bring empathy in you
and understand others, it would not only save your relationship but would also make it better. This book will
make you realize how even small things matter in a relationship and how can you make them better and control
over them. The other important point covered in this book is reading people speedily, which I am sure every one
of us is interested in. It takes a lifetime to understand and read people, but in this book, I have mentioned easy
ways and steps how you would in a few minutes be able to read them and know what is going on in their mind,
such as they are nervous, anxious, sad, happy or thinking something important. By the help of this book, you
will get an insight into what does covert manipulation and dark psychology mean. This book would make very
clear for you as to how can you differentiate that someone is trying to persuade you or manipulate you. Another
thing which can be vital for you is mind control, we have discussed all the techniques that you can use to
control your mind and make it work better. Here, in this book, I have also mentioned the things you should do to
make your brain work better. Manipulation games are also well explained such as business or monopoly. These
games would tell you how can use them in your life to expand your business or to do marketing. Thus, if you
really want to know others motive and do not want to be a victim of manipulation, then this is the book for you. I
can assure you reading this book would change your life and the way of looking at others.
The Identity of the Contemporary Public Library
Dall'analisi dell'influenza online all'influencer management
The Accidental Data Scientist
Redesigning the Welfare State for the 21st Century
Sociological Experiments in Health Care
viaggio nelle tecnologie che stanno per cambiare la nostra vita
Museum Storage and Meaning
Tales from the Crypt
Presents an innovative view of the interrelationships of psychological, biological, and social phenomena, synthesizing the latest
alternative theories of evolution and physics
A partire dallo spazio
The ArcGIS Imagery Book
Supplement
Sfatare i miti, scoprire le opportunità
I meccanismi complessi della comunicazione nelle emergenze
Handbook of Computational Social Science, Volume 1
New View, New Vision
Proceedings of the International Conference Organized by the British Nuclear Energy Society in London, 28 November-1 December
1977
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